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Abstract

In this paper, we reinvestigate the security analysis of
blind signature scheme over braid groups proposed by
Verma in 2008. A blind signature scheme is a crypto-
graphic primitive used for e-commerce for getting a sig-
nature from the signer without revealing any information
about its contents. These schemes are especially used in
e-transactions, e-votings, DRM systems, etc. The secu-
rity of blind signature is basically defined by two proper-
ties blindness and unforgeability. Here we prove a special
form of unforgeability called one more forgery defined by
Pointcheval et al. Although, Verma has defined the same
and discussed the security analysis using a stronger as-
sumption called chosen target conjugator search problem.
In this paper, we also discuss the analysis using a simple
problem, which is much closer to conjugate search prob-
lem.
Keywords: Blind signature, unforgeability, braid groups,
conjugality problem, probable security

1 Introduction

The concept of blind signatures was introduced by
Chaum [3]. A blind signature scheme is a cryptographic
primitive in which two entities a user and a signer are
involved. It allows a user to obtain a signature from
the signer without revealing any information about the
message or message signature pair after signature genera-
tion [4, 12]. The security arguments given by Pointcheval
et al. [8] are much concrete to analyze the security of a
blind signature scheme.

The braid groups were first introduced to construct
a key agreement protocol and a public key encryption
scheme [5] and a digital signature scheme [6] was in-
troduced by Ko et al. Later some other signature
schemes [9, 10, 11] were proposed using conjugality prob-
lem over braid groups. In 2009, Kumar [7] has discussed
the security flaws in blind signature scheme [9]. He has
discussed the unlinkability of the proposed scheme, but
has given no comment about the unforgeability of the
scheme. In this paper, we will analyze the security of blind

signature scheme over braid groups proposed in the ran-
dom oracle model [9]. Although, Verma has defined the
same and discussed the security analysis using a stronger
assumption called chosen target conjugator search prob-
lem. In this paper, we discuss the analysis using a simple
problem, which is much closer to Conjugality search prob-
lem considered in [6]. In braid groups, the decision version
of conjugality problem is easy and searching of conjugator
is hard. This gap between two versions has been used for
proving the security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we define security properties of a blind signature
scheme and some problems over braid groups. In Sec-
tion 3, we discuss Verma’s scheme [9] and then provide
the security analysis. In Section 4, we conclude our dis-
cussion.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Security Properties of Blind Signa-
ture

A blind signature scheme is a cryptographic primitive in-
volving two entities: an user and a signer. So, we consider
the user as an adversary for providing the security proof.
In this subsection, we describe the required security prop-
erties of a blind signature scheme [8].

Unforgeability. The standard notion of unforgeability
under chosen message attack of digital signatures
cannot be used as a notion of unforgeability for blind
signatures since their construction a user has to be
able to produce a valid signature of a previously
signed message. Here we consider a special form
of unforgeability, namely, the user that has been en-
gaged in l runs of the blind signing protocol, should
not be able to obtain more than l signatures. This
formalization of security for blind signature is called
security against one more forgery [8].

Unlinkability. When the signature is verified, the signer
knows nothing about the message or its signature.
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2.2 Braid Groups and Conjugality Prob-
lem

In this section, we give a brief description of the braid
groups and discuss some hard problem related to con-
jugality search problem. For more information on braid
groups, word problem and conjugality problem please re-
fer to [1, 2, 5, 6].

Definition 1. For each integer n, the n-Braid group Bn

is defined to be the group generated by σ1, σ2, · · · , σn−1

with the relation:

1) σiσj = σjσi, Where | i− j |≥ 2.

2) σiσjσi = σjσiσj, Otherwise.

The integer n is called braid index and each element of
Bn is called an n-braid.

In this section, we describe some mathematically hard
problems over braid groups. We say that two braids x and
y are conjugate (written as x ≈ y) if there exist a braid a
such that y = axa−1. For m < n, Bm can be considered
as a subgroup of Bn generated by σ1, σ2, · · · , σm−1.

Definition 2. Conjugality Decision Problem (CDP):
Instance: (x, y) ∈ Bn×Bn such that y = axa−1 for some
a ∈ Bn.
Objective: Determine whether x and y are conjugate or
not.

Definition 3. Conjugality Search Problem (CSP):
Instance: (x, y) ∈ Bn×Bn such that y = axa−1 for some
a ∈ Bn.
Objective: To find b ∈ Bn such that y = bxb−1.

Definition 4. Matching Triplet Search Problem
(MTSP) [6]:
Instance: A CSP hard pair (x, x′ = axa−1) ∈ Bn × Bn

and y ∈ Bn.
Objective: Find a triplet (α, β, γ) ∈ Bn × Bn × Bn such
that α ≈ x, β ≈ γ ≈ y, αβ ≈ xy and αγ ≈ x′y.

In [6], Ko et al. have considered that CSP and MTSP
have approximately the same complexity.

Since braid group Bn is an infinite group, so it is im-
practical to use Bn for cryptographic purposes. As in
[6, 9] for a positive integer l, we take Bn(l) as the set of
all braids from Bn having canonical length at most l. So
for each braid b in Bn(l), we can write b = ∆uπ1π2 · · ·πl,
where ∆ is called the fundamental braid and π’s are per-
mutations from Zn to Zn. Hence | Bn(l) |≤ (n!)l.

Now there is an efficient polynomial time algorithm
in [6] for solving CDP in Bn(l) but CSP is still expo-
nential time to solve. So, this gap between two problems
has been used by cryptographers to develop cryptographic
protocols [5, 6, 9, 10, 11].

3 Proposed Security Analysis

3.1 Signature Scheme by Verma

In this section, we are giving blind signature scheme by
Verma [9]. The parameters n, l, d are fixed as in [6, 9] and
the concatenation of two strings in {0, 1}∗ is represented
by ‖. Let m ∈ {0, 1}∗ be the message to be signed and
H : {0, 1}∗ → Bn(l) and H1 : Bn(l) → {0, 1}∗ be two
one-way hash functions.

Key Generation. Each user does the following steps:

1) Selects a braid x ∈ Bn(l) such that x ∈ SSS(x);
2) Chooses (x′ = axa−1, a) ∈R RSSBG(x, d);
3) Return pk = (x′ = axa−1, x) and sk = a.

Blind Signing. There are four steps as follows:

1) signer chooses (α = bxb−1, b) ∈ RSSBG(x, d)
and sends α as a commitment to the user.

2) Blinding: User chooses δ ∈R Bn(l) and com-
putes α′ = δαδ−1 and h = H(m‖H1(α′)) and
then sends h to the signer.

3) signer computes β = bhb−1, γ = ba−1hab−1 and
sends (β, γ) to user.

4) Unblinding: User computes β′ = δβδ−1, γ′ =
δγδ−1 and display (α′, β′, γ′) as a blind signa-
ture on message m.

Verification. Verifier computes h = H(m‖H1(α′)) and
accepts the signature if and only if α′ ≈ x, β′ ≈
h, γ′ ≈ h, α′β′ ≈ xh, and α′γ′ ≈ x′h.

3.2 Analysis of Scheme

In this section, we analyze the security of the above
scheme in the random oracle model under chosen mes-
sage attack.

Definition 5. Let S = (K,S,V) be a signature scheme
and let BS = (BK,BS,BV) be the corresponding blind
signature scheme. An adversary A learns the public key
pk randomly generated by BK. A is allowed to play the
role of a user in the runs of the blind signing protocol, Af-
ter interaction with the signer A outputs some number of
message signature pairs. The advantage of the adversary
Advblind

Bn
(A) is defined as the probability of A to output a

set L of valid message signature pairs, such that the num-
ber of invoked blind signing protocols with the signer is
strictly less than the size of L.

We say that the blind signature scheme BS is secure
against one more forgery under chosen message attack or
just secure blind signature scheme if there does not exist
a polynomial time adversary(PPT) A with non-negligible
advantage Advblind

Bn
(A).

Theorem 1. If MTSP is infeasible in braid group Bn

then the blind signature scheme in Section 3.1 is unforge-
able under one more forgery as defined in Section 2.1.
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Proof. Let in braid group Bn, Conjugality Decision Prob-
lem (CDP) is easy and conjugality Search Problem (CSP)
is hard. Let A be any polynomial time adversary attack-
ing the blind signature scheme over braid group against
one more forgery under chosen message attack. Now we
will use A to construct another Probabilistic Polynomial
Time (PPT) adversary B that will solve the MTSP with

advantage AdvMTSP
Bn

(B) = Advblind
Bn

(A)

qh
.

Suppose the adversary B is given (x, axa−1 = x′) ∈
Bn×Bn and y ∈ Bn as challenge and B has to simulate the
random hash oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → Bn and blind signing
oracle BS for adversary A. Suppose the number of hash
oracle queries by A be qh and qs the number of queries
to blind signing oracle. Each time A makes a new hash
oracle query mi || H1(α′i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ qh, that is distinct
from the previous hash oracle query. If A makes a hash
oracle query that it already made before, B searches in
Hlist and replies with old one. Otherwise it replies in the
following way.

If i = i0 (for some 1 ≤ i0 ≤ qh), then B returns H(mi ||
H1(α′i)) = y. Otherwise B chooses a random braid ki ∈R

Bn and returns H(mi || H1(α′i)) = ki and adds the answer
to its Hlist.

When A makes a blind signing oracle queries on
h, then B resends it to blind signing oracle BS
and forwards the answers to A. Eventually A
halts and output a list of message signature pairs
(m1, σ1), (m2, σ2), · · · , (mqs+1, σqs+1) where each σi =
(α′i, β

′
i, γ

′
i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ qs + 1. Now A selects a message

signature pair (m, (α′, β′, γ′)) and outputs it as forgery on
message m.

If m = mi0 , then α′ ≈ x, β′ ≈ y, γ′ ≈ y, α′β′ ≈ xy, and
α′γ′ ≈ x′y where H(m‖H1(α′)) = y.

Therefore (α′, β′, γ′) is a solution of MTSP of in-
stance (x, axa−1 = x′) ∈ Bn × Bn and y ∈ Bn and

AdvMTSP
Bn

(B) =
Advblind

Bn
(A)

qh
. Hence the theorem follows.

Otherwise, B reports failure and halt.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed a blind signature scheme
over braid groups given in [9]. Our security analysis is
defined for a new hard problem considered in [6], which
is approximately the same complexity as CSP.
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